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Abstract – Silicon nanophotonics is suggested as a solution 

for future multi-core chip communications, because of 

traditional electrical NoC challenges. Therefore, wide 

research has been done on the design of optical 

communications infrastructure. One of challenge in on chip 

photonic communication is insertion loss  that has direct 

impact on efficiency and network scalability. In this paper, 

we introduce new photonic switch based routing (PSBR) to 

reduce network insertion loss. Based on evaluation result, the 

PSBR design for Mesh and D-Mesh topologies shows obvious 

improvement in efficiency and network scalability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

As the number of integrated Intellectual Property (IP) 

cores increases in a single chip, some of the performance 

aspects of the Network on Chip (NoC) are affected and 

begin to be limited, such as throughput, data latency, 

power consumption, etc. Electrical interconnect does not 

so well in terms of performance scalability and power 

efficiency [1] and there is a reliability problem as well [2]. 

One of the solutions to solve the above mentioned 

problems is the optical interconnect with lower power 

dissipation, higher density of bandwidth and higher speed 

of signal propagation. According to the platform of 

Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI), there are significant advances 

for a high number of optical devices that can be used in 

the NoCs [3-9] and this makes the optical interconnect 

technology an interesting option. As an outcome, 

according to according to compatibility the silicon 

photonics with CMOS technology, various groups of 

researchers have proposed a number of photonic NoC 

architectural designs. The optical networks have been 

widely considered as the most promising alternatives for 

the networks with traditional electrical interconnections as 

the media for communication among the processor cores 

of the chip multiprocessors due to their extremely low 

power consumption, small delay in communication and 

extremely high bandwidth. A feasible method is provided 

by wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) for realizing 

the optical interconnection networks. When the bandwidth 

of an optical fiber is divided into a number of 

communication channels and their respective wavelengths 

are their representatives, at the same time, a multiplicity of 

data streams can be transmitted across the same 

waveguide. There are two major challenges that the 

photonic networks confront with. The first one is the 

buffering impossibility and the lack of processing in 

logical terms and both of them are only feasible in 

electrical networks. In order to have large scale networks, 

Optical-Electrical-Optical (O-E-O) convertors are 

necessary. It needs to be noted that these types of 

converters are able to inflict power overhead and as a 

result, the performance of the system will be degraded. 

One of the other challenges is that single regeneration in 

the photonic communications is not one of the easy to 

achieve aspects. As a result, the designers of the systems 

need to pay special attention to insertion loss in the 

photonic signals to ensure the integrity of the signals 

during the transmission through the network. The impact 

of the parameters of the physical layers of the photonic 

networks has been studied in the recent researches [10]. 

According to the previous mentioned issues, one of the 

most significant parameters is the insertion loss, which its 

reduction will guarantee the integrity of the signal as well 

as communication bandwidth enlargement and network 

scalability improvement. Several methods have been 

suggested for the reduction of the insertion loss in 

photonic networks [10]: the first one is lowering the 

number of the waveguides crossing in the network 

structure and it can be achieved by decrease the waveguide 

crossings in the network and decrease network diameter, 

which can be obtained by applying new topologies [10-

11]. The other method is designing the switch for 

decreasing the number of the crossings of the waveguides 

and the other elements that can affect the loss [12, 13]. 

The D-Mesh topology that has been suggested in [11], 

reduces the loss by reducing network diameter, which 

leads to reducing the waveguide crossing. In this study, the 

second method is applied for the reduction of the insertion 

loss and the photonic switch is introduced based on the 

routing algorithm for D-Mesh topology. 

One of the most important elements, which is used for 

switching in the photonic networks with chip-scale, is the 

photonic switch. In this study, a new non-blocking 

Photonic Switch Based Routing (PSBR) is proposed for 

the D-Mesh topology and its goal is to improve the 

parameters of the physical layer, and as a result enhance 

the photonic networks performance parameters. At this 

point, a cycle-accurate simulator is used for exploring the 

proposed switch and comparing it with other switches in 

Mesh and D-Mesh networks with photonic silicon 

interconnections.  

The organization of the other parts of this study is as 

follows: in section two of the study, a brief overview of 

photonic NoC topologies and photonic silicon based 

interconnection networks, is mentioned. In section three, 

there is a description about the proposed switch and it‘s 
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characteristics. In section four, the simulation results are 

evaluated and the proposed switch is compared with the 

other switches in the Mesh and D-Mesh topologies. At the 

end, in section five, a conclusion about the study is 

presented.  

 

II. OVERVIEW OF SILICON PHOTONIC 

INTERCONNECTION NETWORKS 
 

Recently, many studies have focused on how to deal 

with the challenges related to photonic communication in 

chip-scale and two main approaches are followed in them: 

space routing and wavelength-selective routing. In the 

wavelength-selective routing, the MRRs (Micro Ring 

Resonator) manage the signal propagation control and they 

act as selective filters. In this method, the signals‘ paths 

through the network are determined by their wavelengths. 

This way, the destination of the source nodes is addressed 

by the selection of a unique wavelength and as a result, the 

photonic signals will be able to be passed through the 

network by the filters of MRR. One of the benefits of this 

approach is that its transmission latency is low and it can 

nearly reach the speed of light by utilizing the wavelength-

based routing. Nevertheless, due to the controlling of the 

signal propagation, some of the wavelengths might be 

wasted in the wavelength-selective routing and the wasted 

ones cannot be used for the transmission of data in WDM 

[10]. This can in turn decrease the performance of the 

communication bandwidth. Some of the studies have 

explored this field [14-15]. In the space routing, the electro 

optic broadband MRRs are applied and the signals of 

WDM, which are made up of multiple wavelength 

channels, are transmitted in a parallel manner through the 

path from their source to their destination. In this method, 

the establishment of all of the photonic paths needs to be 

previously performed by using the mechanism of circuit 

switching and then an electrical network takes over the 

control of the network. This electrical network has 

acceptable power consumption and low bandwidth. The 

benefit of this method is that by leveraging WDM, the 

complete optical spectrum can be utilized and as a result, 

communications with high bandwidth can be provided 

[10]. However, additional overhead is imposed by the 

circuit-switching and consequently the network latency 

can be increased [10, 16]. In this study, space routing 

design method has been used to design new low loss 

photonic switch achieve higher bandwidths and improved 

scalability of the network. As mentioned before, the 

photonic interconnection networks completely differ from 

the electrical networks. Therefore, it is necessary that the 

designers have enough knowledge about both the 

functionality and the concept of different components of 

the photonic networks such as detectors [19], modulators 

[18], waveguide bending [14], waveguide crossing [17], 

filters [16], photonic switch element (PSE) [15], and 

waveguide [14]. One of the essential elements in the 

photonic networks is the waveguide and it has the 

responsibility of transferring the photons. Equally, in the 

electrical on-chip networks, the role of transmitting the 

electrons falls on the electrical wires. One of the 

advantages of the waveguides compared to the electrical 

wires is that the waveguides can transmit multiple 

information bits in parallel through photonic signals and 

these results in increasing the efficiency of the bandwidth. 

One other key element of the photonic networks is the 

PSE and it plays a very significant role in the network 

communication. PSEs are categorized in two groups: cross 

and parallel. Figure 1 shows an example of a 1x2 PSE, 

which includes two waveguides, and one MRR. In terms 

of positioning waveguides, the cross and parallel 

structures are different; in parallel structures the 

organization of the waveguides is parallel and in the cross 

structures the positions may intersect. When the parallel 

PSE is in off state, on the contrary to the cross PSE, the 

intersecting waveguides and the photonic signals do not 

pass each other on their way and it can result in the 

reduction of the losses in the photonic signal insertion. 

However, when it is in the on-state, due to possessing a 

higher light rotation angle in MRRs, the propagation loss 

of the parallel state is higher comparing to the cross 

structure. Here, this study briefly overviews the 

infrastructures with photonic interconnection and the 

overview includes the topology and the routers applied in 

the space routing. 

input
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Fig.1. Different Types Of 1×2 PSEs: (a) Cross 1×2 PSE: 

in on state, photonic signal is coupled with MRR and 

directed to drop port; in off state, photonic signal goes 

towards its through port. (b) Parallel 1×2 PSE: 

functionality is the same as Cross PSE. 

 

In the photonic networks, insertion loss is one of the 

significant component of the design. This componet is 

achieved by the measurement of the photonic power 

attenuation when a signal is in the process of transmission 

in the network. According to the equation (1), the 

maximum number of allowed wavelength channels (n) and 

the maximum insertion loss (ILmax) have a reverse 

relationship [20]. It means that the number of wavelengths 

is reduced by higher loss of insertion and it will result in 

bandwidth density reduction when applying WDM. 

However, the loss of insertion is increased as the network 

scales up. Therefore, if a specified threshold is exceeded 

by the value of the insertion loss, the network scaling will 

be stopped. 

n log 10ILbudgetpower  Optical 10max    (1) 
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Since the maximum level of insertion loss of the 

network affects the network scalability and the bandwidth 

efficiency, it is considered as a very important element. 

Thus the designers of the photonic networks try to 

decrease this element as much as possible. The insertion 

loss can be affected by some parameters and they are as 

follows: drop into a ring (PSE in on state), pass by a ring 

(PSE in off state), waveguide bend (bending), waveguide 

crossing and propagation. Among the mentioned elements, 

when it comes to the determination of the total loss of 

insertion of a photonic network as the network size 

increases, the most significant one is the waveguide 

crossing [20, 21]. The diameter of the network is one of 

the other factors that effect on the maximum insertion loss 

and it is determined by the highest level of distance 

between two nodes. Based on the network diameter, the 

photonic signal can go through maximum components of 

the network and this can lead to an increase in the 

maximum loss of insertion. Therefore, it can be concluded 

that the maximum loss of insertion depends on the 

network diameter. According to the aforementioned 

discussions, we can conclude that the network diameter 

and the waveguide crossing are the two most significant 

factors that play major roles in the determination of the 

network insertion loss. Therefore, in this study, the focus 

is on the mentioned factors. 

In this section, we present a summary of the various 

topologies and switches that have been proposed and all of 

them use the space routing [11].  

A. The Mesh topology 
Mesh is one of the popular and widely used topologies 

in Network-on-Chips. Due to its simplicity and regularity, 

the photonic Mesh, which has a design similar to its 

electrical counterpart, has been used in photonic networks 

[22]. One of the other advantages of such structure is its 

low insertion loss, which is a result of its simplicity. This 

feature can in turn lead to improvement in total system 

performance. However, the Mesh has low path diversity. 

In this network, 5-port switches (4 ports corresponding to 

cardinal directions and one gateway port) are required. 

Indeed, the gateway port establishes communications 

between the photonic switches and IP cores. Due to the 

complexity met in designing 5-port switches, 4×4 photonic 

switches with inject/eject gateway port used instead. As 

demonstrated in Fig. 2(b) [22], in the design of inject/eject 

gateways, modulators, detector components and parallel 

PSEs are utilized. The modulator components plays the 

role of injecting to the gateway port and the detector bank 

is responsible for ejecting from the gateway port. Also, the 

simplest and most straightforward routing algorithm used 

in Mesh is dimension ordered routing (e.g. XY routing). In 

Fig. 2(a) a 16-node Mesh network is shown which consists 

of 16 non-blocking 4×4 switches. 

The value of network diameter for an m×n Mesh 

topology, ),( mnM , can be calculated using Eq. (2) [13]: 

2),(  nmd mnM      (2) 

In addition, the maximum insertion loss in a Mesh 

network can be obtained using Eq. (3):  

( , ) ( , ) ( , )[ 1]

2

M n m M n m link M n m

router gateway

MaxLoss d loss d

loss loss

   

  
  (3) 

 

 
Fig.2. (a) 4×4 Photonic Mesh. (b) Injection/Ejection 

Gateway modules structure in photonic Mesh, composed 

of Modulator/Detector Banks. 

 

By replacing Eq. (2) in Eq. (3), we obtain:  

( , ) ( 2)

( 1) 2

M n m link

router gateway

MaxLoss m n loss

m n loss loss

    

    
 (4) 

As can be seen in Eq. (4), the maximum network 

insertion loss depends on insertion loss of links, routers 

and gateways along the longest network path (i.e. network 

diameter). It is worth noting that the value of insertion loss 

in links and gateways are considered to be constant. 

B. The D-Mesh topology 
As shown in Fig.3, the 4x4 D-Mesh is presented. For 

reducing the diameter of the network, two additional long 

links are used. One of these links connects the router on 

the most right side in the first row to the router positioned 

on the most left side of the last row. The other one of the 

links connects the router that are positioned on the most 

left side of the first row to the router positioned on the 

most right side of the last row. In figure 6, an example is 

shown in a 4x4 D-Mesh and the routers 3 and 0 are 

connected to the routers 12 and 15. Selecting either of the 

routers as a candidate for connecting to the other one is 

performed according to the following: first, the existing 

distance between the routers, which lead to forming the 

longest paths in the network. The second one is that in this 

topology, there are 5-port routers used (four of them 

correspond to the four cardinal directions and one of them 

corresponds to the local IP). It should be considered that 

since a router with a higher port number can result in the 

overhead of the hardware, adding the long links must not 

result in additional ports in the routers. For adding long 

links to each one of the candidate routers, either a 

horizontal port or a vertical port can be selected for 

establishing the connection. However, to keep the 

implementation of the routing algorithm as simple as 

possible, the additional long links‘ two ends are connected 

to the horizontal ports of the routers. 
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Thus, by adding two long links to the proposed 

topology, we have almost halved the value of network 

diameter. The value of network diameter in an nm   D-

Mesh, ),( mnDM , can be calculated by: 

2

2
),(




nm
d mnDM     (5) 

The D-Mesh topology has a lower network diameter in 

comparison to other [11]. Also, by adding these two long 

links, independent of the network size, in comparison to 

the traditional photonic Mesh, only one waveguide 

crossing will be added to D-Mesh. This shows a 

significant reduction in the number of waveguide 

crossings in comparison to three other studied Torus 

topologies. 

In general, in the D-Mesh, the maximum insertion loss 

can be computed by: 

( , )

2
( 1)

2

2
2

DM n m link

router gateway cross linglink

m n
MaxLoss loss

m n
loss loss loss loss

 
  


     

 (6) 

As mentioned before, the most popular routing 

algorithm in the Mesh structure is XY routing algorithm. 

In order to achieve the desired parameter values and due to 

the existence of long links in D-Mesh, there is a need to 

introduce a new, efficient, deadlock-free and minimal 

routing algorithm. We have therefore divided the routing 

algorithm to two phases: The first phase corresponds to 

when conventional links (short links) are utilized for 

routing, and the second phase is related to when long links 

are used. Indeed, dividing the routing algorithm into two 

parts is based on the fact that the shortest path from source 

to destination has to be followed and network diameter 

must be kept low. Therefore, the general structure of our 

routing algorithm is that if the distance between two 

source and destination nodes in the topology is less than 

half of network diameter, the routing algorithm used is 

XY, which makes use of short links and if this distance is 

longer than half of network diameter, the opposite 

direction indicated by XY routing algorithm is used, 

utilizing long links. 

10

65
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 Router Bidirectional Link Processing 

Core
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11
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21

141312
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15

0

 
Fig.3. 4×4 D-Mesh Structure  era sknil gnol owt hcihw ni

dezilitu. 

III. MAIN IDEA 
 

Photonic switch is a significant component of the 

photonic interconnection networks which are made using 

basic photonic network elements such as PSEs and 

waveguides. Based on the recent research, various 

structures for photonic switches, such as 4-port, 5-port 

switches and switches with more than 5 ports, have been 

proposed for using in general-purpose (full connection) or 

application-specific manner [12-21]. Being non-blocking 

is one of the important issues that should be considered in 

the design of the switches. According to the definition 

provided by Wang et al. [24], a switch is non-blocking if 

all of the following assumptions are met:  

 No port must send and receive simultaneously.  

 No competition must occur for accessing an output port 

(in simple terms, no two signals coming from different 

sources should compete to reach the same destination).  

 There must be no overlapping among internal paths 

when photonic signals are passing from one port to all 

other ports.  

The first 4×4 photonic switch has been proposed by 

Shacham et al. [25] which consisted of 8 PSEs, 4 

waveguides and 4 waveguide crossings (fig4.a). The 

switch 'Original' [27], consists of 8 PSEs, 4 waveguides 

and 10 waveguide crossings (Fig. 4(b)). The ‗Symmetric’ 

switch [12] is composed of 8 PSEs, 4 waveguides and 8 

waveguide crossings. The ‗Straight Path‘ switch [12], 

although having 8 PSEs, 4 waveguides and 12 waveguide 

crossing, which is more compared to the two previous 

switches, does not require turns in straight paths (paths 

from north to south and vice versa and paths from east to 

west and vice versa) and therefore it does not consist of 

any on-state PSEs. All of the four switches are full 

connection and except Shacham switch, are non-blocking. 

However the first switch (Fig 4a) has the lowest 

waveguide crossing among the others, it is blocking. 

 
Fig.4. (a) The first 4×4 photonic switch [25]. (b) Original 

switch [27]. (c) Straight Path switch [12] (d) Symmetric 

switch [12]. 
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In this paper, the first switch is selected and redesigned 

based on routing algorithm to achieve low insertion loss. 

As mentioned previously, the most popular routing 

algorithm in the Mesh structure is XY routing algorithm. 

The not allowed paths in XY-Switch (with XY routing 

algorithm) are U-turns paths (paths from north to east or 

west and south to east or west), the other paths are 

allowed. As Fig. 5 illustrates, straight paths do not consist 

of any on-state PSEs and turn paths comprise one PSE in 

on state. 

It is worth mentioning that the router used in the D-

Mesh is suitable for Dimension-Ordered Routing 

algorithms [28]. The proposed routing algorithm can be 

described in general in the form of the pseudo code of 

Fig.6. 

 
Fig.5. photonic switch based XY routing (XY-PSBR) 

 

Algorithm XY-based Routing in D-Mesh; 

Input: source node: (Xsource, Ysource) and destination node: 

(Xdest, Ydest) 

Begin 

if (offset <= diameter /2) then  // use short link according 

to XY routing 

{  

if (Xdest >Xsource) then return X+; 

if (Xdest <Xsource) then return X-; 

if (Ydest >Ysource) then return Y+; 

if (Ydest <Ysource) then return Y-; 

} 

 

else if (offset> diameter/2)  // use long link 

if ((node be one of corner nodes) or(Ysource !=1 || Ysource !=n) 

) then  

{ 

if (Xdest >Xsource) then return X-; 

if (Xdest <Xsource) then return X+ 

} 

else 

{ 

if (Ydest >Ysource) then return Y-; 

if (Ydest <Ysource) then return Y+; 

} 

End. 

 

Fig.6. The pseudo code of the XY-based routing algorithm 

in D-Mesh 

It should be reminded that XY is a distributed routing 

algorithm and at each hop, the initial constraint, which is 

related to the distance between the source and destination 

nodes, is checked in order to determine when the short 

links/long links must be used. In order to use the long link, 

the location must be either on the left or on right column, 

as only on these two columns, there is a possibility to use 

long links. If the condition related to long links is met and 

the location is in any column except the left and right, the 

horizontal path to the left or right column should be 

followed in order to be able to utilize long links. The 

mentioned routing algorithm is established in such a way 

that in all situations the shortest path has been select. In 

other words, it is assumed that if choosing the short links 

leads to a lower hop count in comparison to the long links, 

higher priority is given to the state in which long links are 

not utilized. 

For the described routing, we need different photonic 

switches in D-Mesh topology. In all topology nodes except 

node in fist and last rows, we can use XY-Switch. 

However, in bottom and top rows because of difference in 

topology structures (connection) and routing algorithms, 

we have another design. In mid nodes, if distance is less 

than half of network diameter, paths are routed based on 

XY routing and if distance is more than same issue paths 

are routed in opposite direction indicated by XY to reach 

first or last rows. Therefore, mid nodes only need XY 

routing and XY switch can be used, as shown in Fig.5 . In 

the bottom and top rows of topology, if the distance 

between source and destination nodes in is less than half 

of the network diameter, XY routing algorithm used, 

otherwise YX routing is exploited. In top row nodes do not 

have the north port, therefore each node has four turns, 

east to south and west to south (for XY routing) and south 

to east and south to west (for YX routing). In the bottom 

row nodes do not have south port, therefore nodes have 

four turns ( 8 turn), east to north and west to north (for XY 

routing) and north to east and north to west (for YX 

routing). Top and bottom rows switches with four PSEs 

and six waveguide crossings designed for D-Mesh 

topology based on suggested routing algorithm are shown 

in Fig.7.  

In four corner nodes of topology, one of turn never 

happens because the distance between two nodes more 

than half of network diameter, based on routing algorithm 

(Fig.6) the YX routing used to go to nearest corner to used 

long link. Top left corner node does not have south to east 

turn, top right corner does not have south to west turn, 

bottom left corner does not have north to east turn and 

bottom right corner does not have north to south. 

Therefore, modified corner switches are redesigned and in 

each one of them one turn is removed, which results in the 

removal of one PSE and two waveguide crossings in 

photonic switch implementation (Fig.8 ). 
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(a)Top-Row Switch
 

(b)bottom-Row Switch
 

Fig.7. Top and bottom photonic switch based routing for 

D-Mesh (T/B-PSBRD) 

 

Based on photonic switch based XY routing (XY-

PSBR) designed for Mesh topology (fig.5), we can 

compute maximum insertion loss by equation 4. In the 

worst case in Mesh topology by XY routing, the longest 

path have one turn and other hops are straight routes. Loss 

component in XY-PSBR for straight routes consists of two 

PSEs in off state and two waveguide crossings and in 

routes with turn in the worst case consists of one PSE in 

on state, two PSEs in off state and two waveguide 

crossings. Therefore, we can rewrite maximum insertion 

loss equation for Mesh topology, as follows: 

( , ) ( 2) ( 2)

2

M n m link

router stright path router turn path

gateway

MaxLoss m n loss m n

loss loss

loss

   

      

 

 

 (7) 

Therefore, as any switch (with straight route or turn) has 

propagation loss because of interconnections in it, for the 

sake of simplicity we assume equal link losses. 

(a) Top- Left  Switch(corner)  

(b) Top- Right Switch(corner)  

(c)Bottom-Left Switch(corner)  
 

(d) Bottom-Right Switch(corner)
 

Fig.8.corner photonic switch based routing for D-Mesh 

(C-PSBRD) 

 

( , )

through-to-ring

through-to-ring

( 2)

( 2) (2 2 )

(2 2 )

2

M n m link

cross link

cross drop to ring link

gateway

MaxLoss m n loss

m n loss loss loss

loss loss loss loss

loss

 

   

       

     

 

 (8) 

For D-Mesh topology based on routing algorithm, in the 

worst case the longest path route on long link, can be 

computed according to eq.6. Therefore, the longest path 

has two turns in worse case. Straight routes in photonic 

switch based routing for D-Mesh(PSBR-D), consist of two 

PSEs in off state and two waveguide crossings. Turns in 

first and last rows photonic switch based routing for D-

Mesh (T/B-PSBRD)(fig7), consist of one PSE in on state, 

one PSE in off state and four waveguide crossings and 

other turns (photonic switch based XY routing (XY-

PSBR)) comprise one PSE in on state, two PSEs in off 
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state and two waveguide crossings. Thus, maximum 

insertion loss for D-Mesh topology based on eq.8 can be 

rewritten as below: 

 

linglinkcrossgateway

midturnrouterbottonortopturnrouter

pathstrightrouter

linkmnDM

losslossloss

lossloss

loss
nm

loss
nm

MaxLoss



















2

)1
2

(

)1
2

2
(),(

  (9) 

Therefore, maximum loss for D-Mesh topology can be 

shown as eq.10:  

( , )

through-to-ring

through-to-ring

through-to-ring

2
( 1) ( 1)

2 2

(2 2 )

(4 )

(2 2

DM n m link

cross link

cross drop to ring link

cross drop to ring

m n m n
MaxLoss loss

loss loss loss

loss loss loss loss

loss loss loss

 

 

  
    

    

    

     )

2 ( 2)

link

gateway cross link

loss

loss loss m n loss



     

 

(10) 

For comparison of maximum insertion loss in Mesh and 

D-Mesh topologies, we calculate these values for 10x10 

networks: 

(10,10)

through-to-ring

37 38

38 2

M link cross

drop to ring gateway

MaxLoss loss loss

loss loss loss 

   

    
 

 (10,10)

through-to-ring

37 25

21 2 2

DM link cross

drop to ring gateway

MaxLoss loss loss

loss loss loss 

   

     
 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
   

We have exploited PhoenixSim simulator [21] for our 

analysis and evaluation purposes and in order to compare 

the proposed switch, photonic switch based routing 

(PSBR) in Mesh and D-Mesh topologies, with the pre-

designed switches (Figs. 6(c)) in those topologies. The 

simulator is written in C++ language and developed in 

OMNET++ environment. PhoenixSim makes it possible 

for us to obtain physical layer characterizations, such as 

insertion loss and energy dissipation, as well as system 

level characterizations, such as bandwidth and latency for 

diverse traffic patterns in chip-scale photonic 

interconnections. The die size has been considered 2cm × 

2cm in the simulator. other simulation configuration 

parameters have been listed in Table I. In this section, first 

we scrutinize the physical layer characterizations of D-

Mesh and Mesh topologies with photonic switch based 

routing (PSBR), and compare them with the StraightPath 

switch (because it has good behave in XY routing). 

Afterwards, the impact of improving physical layer 

parameters on system level characterizations is examined. 

Furthermore, by means of scientific applications we 

explore the improvement in system performance 

parameters when utilizing PSBR, compared to 

StraightPath switch in Mesh and D-Mesh topologies. 

 

 

Table I: Simulation configuration 

Simulation Parameter Value 

I/O bit rate 2.5 Gb/s 

Electronic channel width 32
 
bits

 

Number of virtual channels 1 

Message size 1024 bits 

Router buffer size 64 bits 

Number of wavelength channels 16 

Number of cores per tile 1 

 

Table II: Simulation Insertion Loss Parameters 

Parameter Value Ref 

Propagation loss in silicon  1.7 dB/cm [17] 

Waveguide crossing  0.16 dB [29] 

Waveguide bend  0.005 dB/90° [17] 

Pass by a ring  0.005 dB [18] 

Drop into a ring  0.6 dB [18] 

 

A. Physical Layer Characterizations  

Insertion Loss 
In order to analyze the amount of loss in the simulator, 

we have considered the value of each effective component 

on loss, according to Table II. Based on the simulation 

results, the diagrams of Fig. 9 demonstrate the maximum 

insertion loss as the network grows, for Mesh and D-Mesh 

topologies with StraightPath and photonic switch based 

routing (PSBR)considering All to All as the traffic pattern. 

Fig.10 demonstrates the amount of each component 

effective on maximum insertion loss as the network grows. 

The results are collected for StraightPath and photonic 

switch based routing (PSBR) in Mesh and D-Mesh 

topologies. In this traffic pattern, each processing core can 

send one or more messages to other cores with the highest 

possible speed. Accordingly, All to All can provide the 

worst case network-level insertion loss. In The Mesh and 

D-Mesh topologies, as the number of nodes increases, the 

most effective components on insertion loss are crossing, 

drop into a ring and propagation loss.  

 
Fig.9. the maximum insertion loss as the network grows, 

for Mesh and D-Mesh topology with StraightPath and 

photonic switch based routing (PSBR) 
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With XY as the routing algorithm, four straight paths 

(North to South and vice versa, and East to West and vice 

versa) become more significant due to their frequent usage 

in XY routing, and in worse case the paths have one turn 

in path. Therefore, the number of waveguide crossings and 

PSEs in on state on these four straight paths have crucial 

role in determining the loss. PSBR in D-Mesh has 51.53% 

improvements compared to StraightPath in D-Mesh 

topology, because number of waveguide crossings and 

PSEs in off state and length of link in switch are reduced 

to half.  

Moreover, photonic switch based routing (PSBR) like 

Straighpath, does not need any on-state PSEs during 

straight path transmission but on paths with turn the two 

switches need one PSE in on state. Therefore, this 

advantage of reduced number of waveguide crossings, 

PSEs and length of link in PSBR design causes waveguide 

crossing loss improvement of 66.35% in D-Mesh and 

66.48% in Mesh, propagation loss improvement of 

38.25% in D-Mesh and 34.72 in Mesh, in a network size 

of 16×16. But paths with StraightPath and PSBR switches 

have a fixed number in loss of drop in to ring, 3 in D-

Mesh and 2.4 dB in Mesh because the number of PSEs in 

on state does not change in StraightPath and PSBR 

switches.  

Bandwidth density and the scalability  
Network-level optical power budget is an important 

parameter for designing a photonic network. The 

magnitude of this power determines the performance of 

network bandwidth and the tolerable insertion loss. Upper 

limit of optical power budget is named power threshold 

(p). If the optical power is higher than p, nonlinear effect 

occurs that imposes additional insertion loss and 

undesirable shift in the resonance frequency of MRR. 

Accordingly, this unwanted shift changes the MRR 

functionalities. On the other hand, the detector sensitivity 

(s) is the lower limit of optical power budget. If the optical 

power is lower than s, receiver loses the capability of 

photon detection. Subtraction of p and s specifies is named 

the optical power budget. Based on Eq.(1), the allowed 

number of wavelength channels (n) and the maximum 

insertion loss (ILmax) have a direct correlation with 

optical power budget [22]. By assuming that the optical 

power budget is fixed, so any increase in ILmax causes 

reduction in n and consequently lower numbers of parallel 

wavelengths are exploited. Thus, by leveraging WDM, 

bandwidth density will be degraded, which can in turn 

reduce network bandwidth. Moreover, increase in network 

size results in higher insertion loss, so if this loss increase, 

the network scalability may be limited. For precise 

evaluating of photonic switch based routing (PSBR)‘s 

behavior in Mesh and D-Mesh topologies, three different 

values, 20 dB, 30 dB and 40 dB, are selected as the optical 

power budget magnitude.  

Comparison results are obtained based on maximum 

insertion loss (acquired by simulation) and Eq. (1). For 

instance, photonic switch based routing (PSBR) used with 

20 dB optical power budget, makes Mesh more 

expandable than StraightPath switch, and the Mesh could 

be expanded to 16×16 nodes. Furthermore, in a 16-node 

Mesh network, utilizing photonic switch based routing 

(PSBR) gains ten wavelength channels, which is 3 times 

more than that with StraightPath switch.  Additionally, by 

assigning 30 dB to optical power budget when using 

PSBR, the Mesh is able to be expanded to more than 256 

nodes, whereas if the StraightPath switch is used, the 

Mesh could be expanded to 100 nodes. It is noteworthy 

that in a 64-node Mesh when we exploit StraightPath 

switches three wavelength channels can be used; however, 

utilizing photonic switch based routing (PSBR) provides 

46 wavelength channels. On the other hand, if optical 

power budget is assigned 40 dB, when we use PSBR in 

16×16 Mesh 125 wave length channels can be used while 

the StraightPath switch, makes Mesh unable to expand to 

256 nodes. Figure 10 illustrates the diagrams of allowed 

number of wavelength channels when using all the 

aforementioned switches in the Mesh and the D-Mesh as 

the network grows. It can be seen that utilizing PSBR in 

the two topologies provides performance improvements in 

terms of bandwidth density and scalability. 

 
Fig.10. Maximum possible network-level insertion loss 

breakdowns of various network sizes and in Mesh and D-

Mesh topologies with StraightPath and PSBR switches 
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Fig.10. Allowed number of wavelength channels versus 

various network sizes for StraightPath and PSBR switches 

in Mesh and D-Mesh, with optical power budget (a) 20 db, 

(b) 30 db, and (c) 40 db. 

 

Energy Dissipation 
In the space routing model, the total energy dissipation 

consists of two electrical and photonic parts. The effective 

components in the calculation of the electrical energy are: 

wires, crossbar circuits, electronic buffers, arbiters, and 

electronic clock tree. Moreover, the components affecting 

the calculation of photonic energy include: PSEs, 

detectors, modulators, and thermal tuning that the initial 

values for these parameters in the simulator are 

summarized in Table III. Each of the electrical and 

photonic layer components has two states; static and 

dynamic that sum of these states for a component could 

provide us with the total energy dissipation of the 

component. 

The electrical energy dissipation in PhoenixSim is 

calculated based on ORION 2.0 electronic router model 

for 32 nm technology node [32]. In the electrical part, the 

crossbar, buffers and electronic clock tree components 

have the main influence, while modulators and detectors 

have the most effect on photonic energy dissipation. On 

the other hand, it is worth noting that PhoenixSim 

computes thermal tuning component by modeling it as the 

static energy dissipation [21]. Generally, the electrical part 

possesses a greater portion than the photonic part in total 

energy dissipation. Although the electrical energy 

dissipation will remain constant when the message size 

increases, the photonic energy dissipation will 

dramatically increase because of the raise in usage of 

modulators and detectors. Accordingly, the conclusion can 

be drawn that as the message size increases, the photonic 

part contributes more in total energy dissipation [10].  

Table III: Simulation energy dissipation parameters 

Parameter Value 

Modulators (Dynamic Energy)
a
 85 fJ/bit 

Modulation (Static Energy)
b
 30 W 

PSE (Dynamic Energy)
c
 375 fJ/bit 

PSE (Static Energy)
d
 400 Μw 

Detector Energy
 e
 50 fJ/bit 

Thermal ring Tuning 
f
 100 μW/ring 

 

a. from [30] 

b. "Calculated for half a 10 GHz clock cycle, with 50% 

probability of a 1-bit"[31] 

c. "Calculation based on carrier density, assuming 50-μm 

diameter,320 nm × 250 nm micro-ring waveguide cross-

section, 75% waveguide volume exposure, 1 V forward 

bias" [31] 

d. "Based on switching energy, including photon lifetime 

for re-injection" [31] 

e. "Conservative approximation assuming femtofarad class 

receiverless SiGe detector with C < 1fF" [31] 

f. "Assumes a 1-μW/degree tuning cost per ring, with a 

temperature deviation of 20 degrees" [31] 

Based on the simulation results, because there is no 

change in electrical layer and the similarity of number of 

modulators and detectors in the photonic layer, the 

electrical and photonic dissipation results are the same for 

the compared switches in each of mentioned topologies. In 

terms of PSE component, although the photonic switch 

based routing (PSBR) has approximately half of PSEs of 

StraightPath, a significant improvement is shown in the 

two topologies. The effective factor on PSE in energy 

dissipation is the number of PSEs and the number of on-

state PSEs used to turn the photonic signal [33]. Therefore, 

photonic switch based routing (PSBR) has an 

improvement in photonic energy dissipation because there 

is no on-state PSE required to transmit through four 

straight paths, the significant paths in XY routing 

algorithm, unlike the StraightPath and the number PSEs ia 

halved. The improvement percentage of the photonic 

switch based routing (PSBR) in terms of photonic energy 

dissipation in comparison to StraightPath switch for two 

256-node topologies is reported in Table IV. As shown, 

the most improvements by applying photonic switch based 

routing (PSBR) is gained in the D-Mesh. For instance, Fig. 

11 demonstrates the photonic energy dissipation 

breakdowns for the Mesh and D-Mesh topologies in the 

16×16 network size. In general, the total energy 

dissipation for the StraightPath switch is approximately 

similar and the photonic switch based routing (PSBR)‘s 

improvement in this term is negligible. This is due to the 

similarity of components‘ values, which have the most 

shares in both electrical and photonic energy dissipation.  
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Fig.11. Photonic energy dissipation breakdowns of 

different switches in 16×16 Mesh and D-Mesh. 

 

B. System Level Characterization 
In order to analyze the performance parameters such as 

bandwidth, energy efficiency, and network latency, the 

optical power budget is assigned to 20 dB in the simulator. 

We carried out the evaluation of the two switches for the 

two topologies with the scale of 64 nodes. Moreover, for 

the two switches in the two topologies, the maximum 

allowed number of wavelength channels is considered 

based on the results reported in Fig. 10. Based on the 

recent studies, better results of bandwidth can be acquired, 

if there is a strong possibility of exploiting wavelength 

channels in a network [10]. Figure 12 depicts the 

bandwidth diagram of the switches in the Mesh and the D-

Mesh topologies. As it can be seen in the D-Mesh, 

photonic switch based routing (PSBR) has a bandwidth 

equal to 6.33 Tb/s for the largest message size, whereas in 

the similar situation for the StraightPath, it is 570 Gb/s. By 

applying the photonic switch based routing (PSBR) in the 

Mesh, its bandwidth is 1.53 Tb/s for the largest message 

size, whereas in the similar situation for the StraightPath, 

it is 103 Gb/s. The reason for such significant 

improvement in photonic switch based routing (PSBR) is 

utilizing more wavelength channels than the other switch. 

Energy-per-bit efficiency is another performance 

parameter which has been gained based on energy 

consumption and the network bandwidth. Through the 

obtained results, the photonic switch based routing 

(PSBR) has the best efficiency in the D- Mesh network, 

9.07fJ/bit, and it has an improvement of 45.2% in 

comparison to the Straighpath. On the other hand, in the 

Mesh, energy-per-bit efficiency of the photonic switch 

based routing (PSBR) is 10.8 fJ/bit that shows an 

improvement of 58.73%, when compared to the 

StraightPath. Fig. 13 demonstrates the energy-per-bit 

efficiency diagram of the switches in the Mesh and D-

Mesh networks, when the message size scales up.  

Another analyzed performance parameter is network 

latency. In the circuit switching mechanism, the path-setup 

protocol controls signal propagation that can cause 

increase in network latency. Figure 14 demonstrates the 

average network latency for photonic switch based routing 

(PSBR) and StrightPath switches in the D-Mesh and Mesh 

networks. This diagram is obtained based on the 

simulation results under uniform random traffic pattern 

with various message sizes. According to Fig. 14, parallel 

wavelength channels used for data transmission affect 

latency. In other words, delay of these components is 

lower while the bandwidth density is greater.  

 
Fig.12. Total network bandwidth of each switch over 

varying message sizes in (a) Mesh, and D-mesh. 

 

In other words, in uniform random traffic many 

messages might be queued up at NI (Network Interface) 

when network load is heavy [31]. Thus, the more the 

number of parallel wavelength channels used for data 

transmission, the more the messages queue up at the NIF, 

which leads to increased delay in NI queue component. In 

general, the average network latency for photonic switch 

based Routing Base (PSBR), when the message size is set 

to the maximum value in the D-Mesh, is equal to 5.94 ns, 

showing improvements of 8.05%, compared to the 

StraightPath. On the other hand, in the Mesh, the average 

delay of photonic switch based routing (PSBR) is equal to 

6.68 ns. Based on the same analysis used in the Mesh, 

photonic switch based routing (PSBR) provides 

improvements of 12.70% over to the StraightPath. 

 
Fig.13. Transmission Energy consumption of StrightPath 

and PSBR switches in Mesh and D-Mesh network. 

 

C. Trace Simulations of Scientific Applications  
In this section, real parallel scientific applications are 

utilized in order to evaluate the photonic switch based 

routing (PSBR)‘s performance. To achieve this goal, we 

have used the trace information gained through the 

execution of message-passing-interface (MPI) codes on 
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multiprocessor systems. These application traces were 

added to the PhoenixSim in form of library file. In this 

work, three MPI-based scientific applications have been 

used that are described briefly in the following.   

Gyrokinetic Toroidal Code: GTC is a 3D particle-in-

cell application for studying turbulent transport in 

magnetic confinement fusion[34]. 

Cactus: This astrophysics computation toolkit is 

developed to study and solve challenging coupled 

nonlinear hyperbolic and elliptic equations arising from 

General Relativity [35]. 

MADbench: This benchmark is based on MADspec 

cosmology code that calculates the maximum likelihood of 

angular power spectrum of the cosmic microwave 

background (CMB) [36]. 

These application traces include a set of all inter-core 

communications that happen while an application is 

completely executed on a 64-node network. The trait of 

this set of application traces for performance evaluation of 

photonic switch based routing (PSBR) is its message size 

diversity in Mesh and D-Mesh topologies. Although in 

GTC and Cactus, message sizes are large and have less 

message count, Madbench has small messages with more 

messages. It is worth noting that, in this section, switches‘ 

performances are evaluated in a 64-node Mesh and D-

Mesh network. Besides, the number of used wavelength 

channels for the Mesh and D-Mesh has been considered 

based on the diagram, Fig. 10(a). The first studied  

parameter is execution time that has been improved 

significantly when photonic switch based routing (PSBR) 

is used for Mesh and D-Mesh topologies. The reason of 

such significant improvement in photonic switch based 

routing (PSBR) is utilizing less network diameter in D-

Mesh topology and more wavelength channels than the 

other awitch, which has led to increase in parallelism and 

decline in execution time. Also, among the three 

application traces, photonic switch based routing (PSBR)‘s 

best improvement is in Cactus, which has the largest 

message size. worst improvement of photonic switch 

based routing (PSBR) is in Madbench which has the 

smallest message size. 

 
Fig.14. Average latency breakdown of each switch over 

varying message sizes. 

 

Table IV: Application trace characteristics 

Application Number of phases Number of msgs. Total data sent (B) Avg. msg. size (B) 

Cactus 2 285 7.3 M 25,600 

GTC  2 63 8.1 M 129,796 

Madbench 195 15,414 86.5 M 5613 

 

Table IV shows the characteristics of the three 

aforementioned application traces.  

Figure 15 illustrates the execution time diagram for 

Mesh and D-Mesh topologies with StragithPath and 

photonic switch based routing (PSBR) switches under 

Cactus and Madbench application traces. In this section, 

afurther evaluated parameter is energy dissipation 

calculated dependent on the extracted values from Table 

IV. Based on former studies, the static energy dissipation 

has a significant share in total energy dissipation. While 

there is a relationship between static energy and execution 

time, it can be concluded that energy dissipation has a 

direct correlation with execution time [29]. Thus, 

significant improvements in energy dissipation would be 

expected by leveraging the photonic switch based routing 

(PSBR) in Mesh and D-Mesh topologies. Figure 16 

depicts the energy dissipation diagrams under the three 

considered application traces.  On the other hand, as 

mentioned earlier, using more number of wavelength 

channels in Routing Base Switch (RBS) can cause more 

bandwidth. According to the indicated fact and Routing 

Base Switch (RBS)‘s improvement in energy dissipation, 

considerable improvement in energy efficiency can be 

achieved when photonic switch based routing (PSBR) is 

utilized. The diagram in Fig. 17 demonstrates the energy 

efficiency results for Cactus application trace, which 

shows the best improvement in photonic switch based 

routing (PSBR) in comparison with the StraightPath 

switches. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, photonic switch based routing (PSBR) was 

introduced for mesh and D-mesh topologies in order to 

improve physical layer and performance parameters based 

on space routing in chip-scale photonic networks. To 

achieve this aim, we decline number of waveguide 

crossings and MMR‘s in designing this switch. Based on 

the results, PSBR decreases insertion loss noticeably in 

comparison to other analyzed switch, and this provided us 

with using more wavelength channels in this structure. 

utilizing more wavelength channels can increase network 

scalability and improve performance parameters such as 

bandwidth, latency and energy efficiency. Moreover, by 

applying real scientific applications, which are appropriate 

for the CMPs‘ assessment in the real world, the results 

showed that PSBR has achieved the best performance 

improvement among the other switches.  
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Fig.15. Total simulation time required to complete Cactus 

and Madbench application traces for StrightPath and 

PSBR switches in Mesh and D-Mesh. 

 

 
Fig.16. Energy dissipation of four switches in application 

traces. 

 

 
Fig.17. Network-level energy efficiency acquired from 

Cactus application trace. 
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